Chapter 1
Introduction

News is an important thing that all people have to keep updating every day. The importance of news contains a lot of things such as politics, music, movies, lifestyles, or anything happen in this world. There are a lot of ways to find news by today. One of the easiest and the simplest way to read news is by website connection in our smartphone or laptop, because now we live in advance technologies and internet network connection.

In Solo, Central Java, Indonesia, there are a lot of company work in publishing news. Aksara Solopos Ltd. is one of local publishers that does not only publish printed newspaper, but also publish news in radio FM and news in website. News published in website, Solopos.com, serves news from local and international sources. In those sources, Solopos.com has seven news topics. They are headlight, news around Soloraya, football, sport, technology, lifestyle, and entertainment. In order to make all people in Indonesia be able to read the news, Solopos.com need a group of people who gather news from international and local websites. The people needed have responsible to rewrite the news contents into Indonesian.

Based on the facts explained above, I did internship at Aksara Solopos Ltd. with three other people to participate in rewriting international and local. Solopos.com called this job as a Content Aggregator. This activity specifically aimed readers toward local public by translating, rearranging and recompleting some English language news into Indonesian language. During the internship, I had my own news topic that I needed to rewrite about. I chose to handle technology news. In technology news, I had to update about smartphones news; unique, useful, and the latest internet stuffs; Personal Computer (PC), laptop, health news, science news, new-discovery news and space news.

Activities explained above are the same with translation English to Indonesia and Writing subject which I have already learned in English Diploma Program. This internship program was also aimed to give the opportunities to the students. The students can apply the way to rewrite news text and translate text in accurate, acceptable, and readable which they have learned in translation English to Indonesia and Writing subject.
During the internship, I also did some activities. First, I searched the latest and the most important technology news in international or local websites. Sometimes, I had to find techno news in YouTube or in social media such as Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. In this activity, I had to decide the attractive and the good news. I needed to do this, due to the people who read news in website only want to read the latest, most unique, and most important news.

Second, I had to translate news from English to Indonesia and recomplete the news from more than two sources into one proper texts and add some complements like photos or a video. This activity usually called rewriting news. After I finish rewriting the news, I uploaded the text via email to be edited by the editor. Third, after the editors finished with the editing, they uploaded the news texts into Solopos.com.

I did those three activities above every day during the internship. In addition, I had to upload at least 4 news to editor in each day. Thus, during the intern, I already made news at least for about 160 news text in 2 months.

I already passed the English-Indonesia translation subject in English Diploma Program. In that subject, students are taught both the theories and the practices about translating lot of kind of texts from English to Indonesia. The knowledge which has learned in translation subject can be useful for the students when they are doing the internship program as a journalist.

Seeing the same description job in Solopos.com and my ability in translation English-Indonesia text, I and the employees in Solopos.com could help each other in this internship. Besides, internship program is also the needed in Diploma student to finish their duty in university.

As the result, this internship activity gives some benefits. For me, it is the opportunity to practice and apply every knowledge which has learnt in university, especially for translation subject. Second, I got the experience in making a proper news text in line with gayane Solopos from English to Indonesia. Third, this internship also gave the knowledge related to serve the right news without affecting wrong statements towards the publics.